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boydoesntmeetgirl
2016-09-03 at 17:38

“Women don’t want a man who is in good physical shape, has a good education and a good income.
They don’t want an articulate man who is in control of his emotions and who knows how to mix with
the higher stratum. They don’t want an alpha male.

Women want a weak man, who they can control and manipulate.”

I would say that being educated, wealthy, articulate and in control is not how women define an alpha
male — that’s how traditional wisdom defines “alpha”, which is exactly the mode of thinking that
relegated many guys to incel. Also, guys who are not weak, and (by all appearances) are able to do the
controlling and manipulating on their women seem to be the ones women most want.

An article from the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology called the “Good Genes Hypothesis”
has a handy graph on page 158 that shows exactly what women are into, and when. This graph puts it
in the context of changing preference based on the ovulation cycle, but when you consider that low
fertility correlates with more intellectual considerations, and that intellectual considerations have
gone out the window in the post-feminist era, it’s means that you can cut the left side of the graph off
with a pair of scissors.

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.495.1474&rep=rep1&type=pdf

“Maybe it’s just that you have standards?”

Well, it’s not really about me personally, but on that point, there is a new stoner/boner blog post that I
have commented in, and it hits this issue pretty directly. I’ll just link to it for efficiency.

https://stonerwithaboner.wordpress.com/2016/09/02/when-a-man-says-he-cant-get-laid/

“Bro, they are all prostitutes. I’ve never had a straight pay-for-play experience, and yet, they’ve all cost
me far more (in time and energy, if not money) than they were worth.

What’s more, it can be almost impossible to be rid of them.”

Heh, here’s one for you… You KNOW you’re truly an incompetent beta when you are spending time
and energy, and maybe even a little money, on attention whoring women like that who live over 2,000
miles away. You’re not getting sex, but they are getting free attention — the kind of shameful toadying
that only a desperate, inexperienced incel would be stupid enough to ladle out. Depending on how
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sweet the deal is for them, it may seem impossible to get rid of them, yes…until the point when they
astound you with how easily they get rid of you, as soon as they get bored and/or you show some
genuine vulnerability.

If that’s where you are at by the time you finally crack and go to the brothel, you might as well break
the bank and go deluxe at it, because as far as otherwise irresponsible splurge goes, it will be the best
investment you’ve ever made.
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